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Storytellers by Kyoko Imazu at Megalo Print Gallery in
Kingston is memorable
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Storytellers by Kyoko Imazu.
Megalo Print Gallery, 21
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Wentworth Avenue, Kingston.
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Kyoko Imazu is a Japanese-born,
Melbourne-based printmaker, who
is having her first solo show in
Canberra at the Megalo Print
Gallery.
Titled Storytellers, the imagery in
her exhibition articulates a fantasia
land, one where plants can be
enormous and people tiny,
wombats freely roam the earth and
people hide in burrows, while giant
rabbits and cats, both in scale and

Magical dandelion by Kyoko Imazu in Storytellers at
Megalo. Photo: supplied
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presence, dominate birds and all
other creatures of the skies and on
the ground.
The artist notes that she combines
images of real animals with Yokai,
phantoms and spirits that populate
Japanese folklore, which she
remembers from her childhood. She
writes, "Drawing inspiration from
my memories, my work tells stories
that can connect people with their
own personal memories and
stories."

The Great Wave by Kyoko Imazu in Storytellers at
Megalo. Photo: Supplied

The fantasia land created does not
open up like a "waking dream" or an alternative reality that can be
inhabited with our imagination; instead it appears like a fairytale that
has been illustrated. We are looking from the outside in, rather than
discovering a wonderland from the inside, one into which a modern-
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discovering a wonderland from the inside, one into which a modern-

day Alice has stumbled. The illustrative and "cute" nature of much of
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the imagery carries with it a strong sugar content that, at times, is a
Collaroy home returns to
market on ...

little overpowering.
Technically, the etchings are highly accomplished, where the general
sepia tonality is allowed to assert its own magic and to reveal, at
closer inspection, a whole mesmerising universe of intricate detail.
The strength of her art lies precisely in her ability to enthral the
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viewer with this mass of intriguing detail and to create a web of
fantasy through which to catch our imagination.
One of the most impressive etchings is The Great Wave, which
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consciously brings to mind the classic colour woodblock print by
Katsushika Hokusai The Great Wave off Kanagawa from the 1830s.
Kyoko Imazu has inverted the composition and where, in the hollow
of the wave, Hokusai has included the image of Mount Fuji, she has
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placed a dandelion. Kyoko Imazu's wave sweeps up a whole
menagerie of animals, fantastic creatures, people, boats and cars. I
remain puzzled whether this wave represents some sort of
destructive tsunami sweeping aside consumer culture or simply a
wave of the imagination that sweeps together many of the creatures
that inhabit this artist's imagination.
Another memorable etching by Imazu is the Magical Dandelion, in
which the flower head has developed into a "blowball" from which
the hair-like parachutes disperse the seeds. As you examine the
etching in detail, you notice that among the seeds float tiny
enchanted figures – the seeds of the imagination – and from among
the leaves at the base of the plant emerge black beetles. The humble
dandelion becomes a site of enchantment.
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Kyoko Imazu is a young artist who is developing a personal universe
that she shares with us through these gorgeous etchings.
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